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ABSTRACT: Single polymer studies have revealed unexpected and
heterogeneous dynamics among identical or seemingly similar
macromolecules. In recent years, direct observation of single polymers
has uncovered broad distributions in molecular behavior that play a
key role in determining bulk properties. Early single polymer
experiments focused primarily on biological macromolecules such as
DNA, but recent advances in synthesis, imaging, and force
spectroscopy have enabled broad exploration of chemically diverse
polymer systems. In this Viewpoint, we discuss the recent study of
synthetic polymers using single-molecule methods. In terms of
polymer synthesis, direct observation of single chain polymerization
has revealed heterogeneity in monomer insertion events at catalytic
centers and decoupling of local and global growth kinetics. In terms of single polymer visualization, recent advances in super-
resolution imaging, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and liquid-cell transmission electron microscopy (LC-TEM) can resolve
structure and dynamics in single synthetic chains. Moreover, single synthetic polymers can be probed in the context of bulk material
environments, including hydrogels, nanostructured polymers, and crystalline polymers. In each area, we highlight key challenges and
exciting opportunities in using single polymer techniques to enhance our understanding of polymer science. Overall, the expanding
versatility of single polymer methods will enable the molecular-scale design and fundamental understanding of a broad range of
chemically diverse and functional polymeric materials.

When Staudinger controversially proposed1 and subse-
quently proved2 the chemical structure of macro-

molecules, the notion of directly observing a single polymer
chain was unimaginable. Experimental advances have since
enabled the isolation and interrogation of individual polymer
molecules: fluorescence microscopy provided the first visual-
ization of single polymer dynamics,3 magnetic tweezers were
used to measure the elasticity of single polymer chains,4 and
optical trapping was used to directly show tube-like or
“reptative” polymer motion in an entangled polymer solution.5

In parallel, atomic force microscopy (AFM) enabled direct
observation of polymer chain packing6 and expanded the range
of single-molecule force measurements into the high-force
regime (>100 pN).7,8 The ability to observe polymer chain
conformations revealed heterogeneous dynamics in an ensemble
of seemingly identical polymers,9,10 coined “molecular individu-
alism,” in addition to revealing other dynamic phenomena
including conformational hysteresis in strong flows11 to
hindered stretching of architecturally complex polymers in
flow.12−14 A common thread between these discoveries is the
importance and role of molecular distributions to all aspects of
polymer science and engineering.
Early single polymer experiments focused on biological

macromolecules, particularly using double-stranded deoxyribo-

nucleic acid (DNA) for polymer dynamics or mechanical
studies.3−5 DNA serves as an accessible model system due to the
routine preparation of monodisperse, high-molecular weight
samples, including commercially available bacteriophage DNA
(T7, Lambda, and T4; unstained contour lengths ranging from
13−56 μm). Practical considerations for single-molecule
experiments using DNA include the ability to fluorescently
label the double-helix backbone for real-time observation of the
polymer contour,3,5 as well as the incorporation of distinct
chemical or bioorthogonalmoieties at the 5′ and 3′ ends of DNA
to tether molecules to surfaces and microparticles for further
manipulation.4,5 Robust and established protocols for DNA
labeling, tethering, and manipulation have enabled a broad array
of single polymer investigations by polymer physicists, chemists,
and engineers.
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The fundamental understanding gained from single polymer
experiments on biological macromolecules has recently been
leveraged to enable single-molecule studies of synthetic organic
polymers.15,16 On the one hand, DNA and synthetic polymers
exhibit universal scaling behavior of physical properties,17,18 for
example, universality in the swelling of the viscosity radius and
the hydrodynamic radius.19 On the other hand, local chemical
interactionsmay lead to different behaviors for different polymer
chemistries in complex environments such as melts, copolymer
assemblies, and crystalline domains. Moreover, local properties
such as backbone flexibility and monomer aspect ratio influence
global properties such as chain elasticity and intramolecular
hydrodynamic interactions (HI).18,20 From this view, there are
compelling reasons to extend the field of single polymer
dynamics beyond DNA and to study the dynamics and
properties of synthetic polymers at the molecular level. Some
of the first single-molecule studies of synthetic polymers adapted
single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) to investigate the
stretching mechanics of polystyrene chains.15,16 These studies
demonstrated smooth force−extension behavior of synthetic
polymers, in contrast to “over-stretching” transitions observed in
DNA and dextrans that undergo intramolecular conformational
changes.7,21 The molecular properties of numerous synthetic
polymers were then determined by analyzing SMFS experiments
with single-chain elasticity models and are extensively reviewed
elsewhere.22,23

In this Viewpoint, we highlight recent single-molecule
investigations of synthetic organic polymers (Figure 1). Our

discussion begins with single-molecule studies of polymer
synthesis, where polymer chain growth is tracked using new
catalysts andmonomers.We then discuss the direct visualization
of single polymer chains using recent advances in super-
resolution optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and
label-free electron microscopy. Finally, we explore single
polymers probed in context, including cross-link junctions
mapped in hydrogel networks, block copolymers assembled into
nanostructures, and single polymers extracted from crystalline
materials. In all cases, we identify key challenges and new
opportunities for single-molecule experiments to provide further
insight into polymer behavior.

■ SINGLE POLYMER SYNTHESIS AND KINETICS
Several polymerization methods rely on statistical processes that
lead to dispersity and heterogeneity within a polymer sample.
Polydispersity and sequence heterogeneities impact physico-
chemical properties and behavior related to polymer processing,

self-assembly, and crystallization. From this view, understanding
how distributions in molecular weight and sequence hetero-
geneity emerge can improve synthetic control, physical property
prediction, and polymer informatics.24 Sample distributions are
traditionally monitored using analytical techniques with
inherent ensemble averaging, and ensemble-averaged measure-
ments mask the behavior of individual catalysts and polymer
chains throughout a reaction. Early efforts toward unraveling
polymerization kinetics at the single-molecule level tracked the
diffusion of fluorescent dyes in the polymerization environ-
ment,25−29 but these studies generally lacked quantitative
information regarding the growth of nascent polymer chains.
In recent years, single-chain experiments have shed new light on
polymerization processes and kinetics.
Early single-chain studies analyzed surface-initiated polymer-

ization by “freezing” ensembles of growing polymers to directly
measure chain contour lengths using AFM-based SMFS.30

Specifically, Lee-Thedieck and co-workers grafted poly-
(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) from glass surfaces
via surface-initiated reversible addition−fragmentation chain
transfer (SI-RAFT). SI-RAFT reactions were quenched at
predetermined intervals, after which RAFT chain ends under-
went aminolysis to generate terminal thiol groups. Terminal
thiols were then readily linked to gold-coated AFM cantilevers
for SMFS of individual polymer chains (Figure 2A). Force−
extension curves showed increasing chain contour lengths as a
function of polymerization time, and these observations were
supported by bulk measurements of surface thickness using
tapping-mode AFM and ellipsometry.
During SI-RAFT reactions, solution-based RAFT reactions

also proceed, thereby allowing for direct comparisons between
solution- and surface-based polymerization of PHEMA.30

Initially, the average molecular weight increased rapidly in
both solution-based and SI-RAFT. At longer times, however, the
average molecular weight reached a plateau in solution-based
RAFT, in contrast to prolonged extension of chains grown on
surfaces. The molecular weight distributions also diverged: SI-
RAFT polymers were characterized by a narrow distribution
withĐ≈ 1.1, whereas polymers in solution reachedĐ≈ 1.8 after
6 h.30 The broader molecular weight distribution in solution was
attributed to a fraction of low-molecular-weight chains that may
have resulted from bimolecular termination events. This
difference revealed a shortcoming of SMFS to characterize ex
situ reactions, wherein chains that underwent early termination
also lacked a terminal thiol group and were therefore excluded
from SMFS analysis. Broadly speaking, this work represents a
key step forward in understanding polymerization reactions at
the molecular level as one of the first to apply SMFS to study
polymer chain growth.
Using a clever adaptation of magnetic tweezers, researchers

also studied single chain growth in ring-opening metathesis
polymerization (ROMP) with SMFS.31 Here, reactive poly-
norbornene chains were tethered between glass coverslips and
magnetic particles coated with second-generation Grubbs’
ruthenium catalyst (G2; Figure 2B). Dual-tethered polynorbor-
nene molecules were held at constant force to achieve a constant
fractional chain extension, defined as the ratio between the chain
extension and the polymer contour length, as described by the
worm-like chain (WLC) model.32 The magnetic tweezers’ z-
position was stabilized for each molecule prior to initiating
ROMP by the introduction of 107 excess norbornene relative to
G2. During single polymer growth, the z-position was tracked

Figure 1. Single-molecule investigations of synthetic polymers explore
monomer insertion kinetics, polymer chain conformations, and
network structure heterogeneity.
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with 6 to 10 nm precision, and monomer addition corresponded
to increasing polymer extension under constant force.31

Single growing polymer chains revealed unexpected extension
behavior, where “wait-and-jump” steps were observed instead of
smooth, continuous growth (Figure 2C).31 Waiting times τ

spanned hundreds of seconds and preceded nearly instanta-
neous jump lengths j up to ∼103 nm (thousands of monomers
over 0.05 s), suggesting that chain growth occurred primarily
during waiting periods. During the waiting periods, some
extension trajectories exhibited slight increases over time,

Figure 2. SMFS used tomonitor single polymer growth via (A) atomic force microscopy and (B)magnetic tweezers. (C) Single-molecule extension of
a growing polynorbornene chain exhibits “wait-and-jump” behavior. Waiting periods are characterized by wait time τ and slope s, and jumps are
characterized by jump length j. Inset: schematic of temporarily entangled polymer structure. (A) Adapted with permission from Tischer, T.; Gralla-
Koser, R.; Trouillet, V.; Barner, L.; Barner-Kowollik, C.; Lee-Thedieck, C. ACS Macro Letters 2016, 5 (4), 498−503. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society. (B, C) Adapted and reprinted with permission from Liu, C.; Kubo, K.; Wang, E.; Han, K.-S.; Yang, F.; Chen, G.; Escobedo, F. A.;
Coates, G. W.; Chen, P. Science 2017, 358 (6361), 352−355. Copyright 2017 AAAS.

Figure 3. Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy reveals heterogeneous polymerization kinetics. (A) G2 catalysts are coprecipitated with
polynorbornene to form surface aggregates. Adapted with permission from Easter, Q. T.; Blum, S. A. Accounts of Chemical Research 2019, 52 (8),
2244−2255. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (B) Observation of single norbornene−BODIPY insertion events using TIRF mode.
Monomer insertions are resolved in space and time. Adapted with permission from ref 33. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
(C) Increasing the concentration of fluorescent norbornene−BODIPY enables kinetic measurements, which reveal heterogeneous polymerization
rates between different surface aggregates. Intensity traces reflect 0.29 μm2 regions (red boxes) within single aggregates of polynorbornene (green
particles, image from t = 300 s). Adapted with permission from ref 35. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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reflected by the positive slope s in Figure 2C. Polymer
conformations were visualized using molecular dynamics
simulations, which suggested that monomer insertion introdu-
ces torsional strain to the polymer chain. Strained polymers are
hypothesized to form temporarily entangled “hairball” con-
formations that eventually relax to produce spontaneous jumps
in extension. The slope s of the waiting period describes the
temporarily entangled structure, such that looser structures will
expand during polymerization to produce larger slopes. Both the
slope and the wait time were not significantly correlated with the
jump length, suggesting that local catalyst configurations were
unexpectedly decoupled from globally strained polymers.
Overall, this landmark study revealed the need to understand
and characterize monomer insertion events at the single chain
level to understand polymer growth. The new insights revealed
by these experiments could be used to guide the design of
monomer species to tune insertion kinetics and subsequently
control polymer growth.
Recently, Blum and co-workers pioneered an interesting set of

studies of polymerization kinetics at the monomer scale by
tracking G2 catalyst turnover events using single-molecule
fluorescence microscopy.33−37 This collective body of work
revealed heterogeneous behavior of single catalysts by
integrating approaches from organometallic molecular chem-
istry, fluorescent probe design, and quantitative imaging.
Reactive polynorbornene chains and G2 catalysts were
colocalized at coverslip surfaces by precipitation;33 this strategy
enabled specific detection of fluorescent probes near the surface
using total internal reflectance fluorescence (TIRF) imaging
without requiring tethers (Figure 3A). After precipitation,
polymerization was initiated by addition of commercial
norbornene and fluorescent norbornene−BODIPY conjugates.
At low concentrat ions of fluorescent monomers
(∼10−12 M),33,34 monomer insertion events appeared as single
flashes at polymer-rich regions on the coverslip. Rapid
photobleaching of fluorescent tags allowed single chemical
reactions to be spatially and temporally resolved (Figure 3B).
Sparse sampling from single-insertion events generally

precluded quantitative analyses of chemical kinetics.34 However,
increasing the fluorescent monomer concentration revealed
unexpected heterogeneous and dynamic chemical kinetics at
catalytic centers.34,35 Figure 3C illustrates transient traces of
fluorescence intensity for different polynorbornene aggregates
exposed to the same experimental conditions (∼nM tagged
norbornene and ∼mM untagged norbornene in heptane).35

Initial step-like increases in fluorescence intensity correspond to
polynorbornene precipitation at the surface. Precipitation is
followed by heterogeneous behavior ranging from continuous
linear growth (top), nonmonotonic changes in intensity
suggesting slow polymerization relative to photobleaching
(middle), and gradually changing polymerization rates
(bottom). This study quantified a broad range of polymerization
rates from 104 to 106 monomers per second.35 Perhaps most
importantly, this work provided key evidence supporting the
notion that monomer insertion is a dynamic process as
suggested by the decoupling of local and global configurations
observed during SMFS of polynorbornene chain growth. Blum
and co-workers further demonstrated the utility of single-
molecule polymerization studies by exploring ROMP kinetics
over 9 orders of magnitude in concentration.34 Overall, this
work revealed a powerful progression from single-monomer
insertion reactions to subensemble kinetic states to fully
averaged ensemble kinetics.

Broadly, these findings mark the beginning of exciting efforts
to understand polymerization kinetics at the level of single
chains and monomers. In addition, recent kinetic studies have
explored supramolecular polymer assembly38 and ring-expan-
sion polymerization.39 Future opportunities include gaining
deeper insight into the role of heterogeneous reaction kinetics
on local chain structure and properties (especially for
copolymers), adapting single-molecule methods to study
broader classes of polymerization reactions, and investigating
single chain polymerization in solution. In this way, single
molecule techniques will be used to answer key unresolved
questions regarding the physicochemical limits of uniformity (or
lack thereof) during polymerization reactions, thereby opening
new avenues to control polymer synthesis. Potential methods to
study solution-based polymerization include nanopore detec-
tion methods40 and automated flow control methods for soft
material dynamics and molecular rheology.41−43

■ DIRECT VISUALIZATION OF SINGLE POLYMER
CHAINS

Direct observation of a polymer backbone or chain contour
poses distinct challenges compared to using force-based
methods to study polymerization kinetics. Moreover, real-time
visualization of single synthetic polymers using fluorescence
microscopy poses additional technical challenges compared to
imaging single DNA polymers. Several bright and photostable
fluorescent dyes for DNA are designed to intercalate along the
DNA double helix backbone, which avoids the need for covalent
dye attachment to the polymer backbone. In addition, several
nucleic acid dyes (e.g., cyanine dimers) are intrinsically
nonfluorescent in the unbound state, offering straightforward
labeling methods without the need for purification of excess,
unbound dye. This labeling strategy has enabled single-molecule
visualization of natural DNA polymers and hybrid biosynthetic
polymers composed of DNA with grafted poly(N-isopropyla-
crylamide) (pNIPAM).44 Although synthetic pNIPAM
branches were not explicitly visualized, these hybrid polymers
exhibited thermoresponsive conformational dynamics due to
temperature-dependent, hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transi-
tions of pNIPAM.
Fluorescence imaging of single synthetic polymers requires

sufficient contrast, signal-to-noise, and signal-to-background
intensities in aqueous or nonaqueous systems. In some cases,
organic solvents contain aromatic groups that are naturally
fluorescent, resulting in an undesirable increase in background
fluorescence. In general, fluorescence imaging of naturally
nonfluorescent synthetic polymers requires the introduction of
fluorescent dyes or labels via covalent attachment, which can
result in uneven distribution along the backbone, alteration of
the physical properties of the polymer chains, and formation of
larger aggregates.45 Electron microscopy proves challenging
because polymers composed of lighter elements exhibit weak
electron-optical image contrast and are sensitive to radiative
damage. Contrast generated with heavy element staining is
limited to specific backbone chemistries and can introduce
nanostructural artifacts.46,47 Weak contrast is directly related to
temporal resolution, for which needs vary dramatically depend-
ing on the property of interest and the broad spectrum of
relevant time scales in polymeric systems.
Spatial resolution presents an additional challenge, wherein

the Abbe diffraction limit prevents imaging of subwavelength
structures. Conventional optical microscopy can resolve features
down to ≈250 nm, which falls short of the nanometer-scale
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dimensions of polymer chains. Flexible polymers in solution
with globular conformations further obscure the possibility of
imaging submolecular details.20 Even for ultrahigh molecular
weight polymers (Mw≈ 107), diffraction-limited optical imaging
hinders the ability to resolve distinct backbone conformations of
synthetic polymer chains at equilibrium.45 Super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy48−50 and scanning near-field optical
microscopy51−53 have garnered strong interest as methods to
image polymers with 10 nm resolution, especially semiflexible
polymers such as isocyanopeptides (Figure 4A).50 However, the
inherent dispersity in molecular weight distributions of synthetic
polymers poses a formidable challenge to interpreting
submolecular features.
Aside from fluorescencemicroscopy, atomic forcemicroscopy

(AFM) was the first6 and most widely adopted54−58 technique
to image single synthetic polymers with sufficient contrast and
spatial resolution. Tapping mode AFM allows for imaging in
ambient conditions, wherein a cantilever is oscillated vertically
near its resonant frequency while raster scanning the sample
surface.59 Cantilever−sample interactions are detected as phase
or amplitude shifts to resolve nanometer-scale features without

contrast agents. Scanning across the surface allows millimeter-
scale image generation to observe chain contours and
populations of polymer molecules. AFM has resolved single
biological, biohybrid, and synthetic polymers alike, from DNA60

to isocyanopeptides61 to polystyrene-block-poly(methyl meth-
acrylate).62 Tapping-mode AFM has proven particularly power-
ful for direct characterization of architecturally complex
polymers, including ring polymers,39,63 branched polymers,64

and various bottlebrush polymers (Figure 4B−D).65−68 Despite
the widespread use of AFM for single polymer visualization, this
method comes with several drawbacks: the temporal resolution
of AFM is limited to the speed of the raster scan, and AFM
remains a surface technique that complements quantitative bulk
characterization.57

Liquid-cell transmission electron microscopy (LC-TEM)
provides an alternative high-resolution approach that comple-
ments surface-based AFM imaging of single polymers. Recently,
Granick and co-workers reported an exciting step forward in
using LC-TEM to directly visualize single polymer dynamics at
equilibrium in aqueous solution with subnanometer spatial
resolution.69 Here, polymer solutions were encapsulated in

Figure 4. Comparison of high-resolution techniques to visualize single polymer chains. (A) Fluorescence images of poly(isocyano-L-alanine
propanylperylene diimide) in a matrix of unlabeled poly(isocyano-L-alanyl-D-alanine methyl ester). Left to right: raw, background-subtracted, and
reconstructed images of the chain contour. The plot superimposes reconstructed contours of a polymer undergoing reptation. Adapted with
permission from Keshavarz, M.; Engelkamp, H.; Xu, J.; Braeken, E.; Otten, M. B. J.; Uji-i, H.; Schwartz, E.; Koepf, M.; Vananroye, A.; Vermant, J.;
Nolte, R. J. M.; De Schryver, F.; Maan, J. C.; Hofkens, J.; Christianen, P. C. M.; Rowan, A. E. ACS Nano 2016, 10 (1), 1434−1441. Copyright 2016
American Chemical Society. (B) AFM height images display cyclic polymer brushes synthesized using multimeric ring expansion. AFM resolves rings
with different numbers of multimers x. Reprinted with permission from Narumi, A.; Yamada, M.; Unno, Y.; Kumaki, J.; Binder, W. H.; Enomoto, K.;
Kikuchi, M.; Kawaguchi, S. ACS Macro Letters 2019, 8 (6), 634−638. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (C) AFM height image of a brush
copolymer shows evidence of a branch point (white arrow). Reprinted with permission from Yu-Su, S. Y.; Sun, F. C.; Sheiko, S. S.; Konkolewicz, D.;
Lee, H.-i.; Matyjaszewski, K.Macromolecules 2011, 44 (15), 5928−5936. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (D) AFM height map indicates
asymmetric height profiles of cone-like bottlebrush polymers. The blue line in the plot shows a theoretical shape profile. Adapted with permission from
Walsh, D. J.; Guironnet, D. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 2019, 116 (5), 1538−1542. (E) Graphene windows encapsulating polymer
solutions to allow atomic-scale visualization of polystyrenesulfonate using LC-TEM. Adapted with permission from ref 69. Copyright 2017 Wiley-
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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atomically thin graphene windows, which served dual purposes
of sealing liquid samples that are typically incompatible with the
high-vacuum TEM environment and enhancing contrast of
polymer chains in the liquid.70 Here, the dynamics of surface-
adsorbed single polystyrenesulfonate and poly(ethylene oxide)
chains were observed with subnanometer resolution and
without heavy metal staining (Figure 4E), revealing sluggish
surface diffusion behavior compared to single polymer diffusion
in bulk solution. Slow chain diffusion was attributed to either
segmental adsorption to graphene or the confined dimensions of
the graphene windows.69 Currently, LC-TEM imposes severe
limits on the total imaging time, with radiolysis-induced bubble
formation and polymer chain scission typically occurring within
100 s in water.69,71 These effects can been mitigated by reducing
the electron dose and modifying the solvent,71,72 with such
modifications resembling the use of photoprotective agents and
limited radiation exposure during single-molecule fluorescence
experiments.73,74 Broadly speaking, further development of LC-
TEM provides tremendous opportunities to answer fundamen-
tal questions in synthetic polymer chain dynamics and the
solution-based assembly of polymers,75−77 including “what are
the roles of local flexibility and monomer aspect ratio on
polymer dynamics?”18 and “what are the mechanisms of
nanostructure formation?”.

■ PROBING SINGLE POLYMERS IN CONTEXT
Polymers rarely exist as single isolated chains. A major aim of
single-polymer studies is to understand how molecular-scale
behavior gives rise to bulk properties.78 Despite recent progress,
several challenges remain in leveraging the full power of single
molecule techniques to study and understand polymer behavior
in complicated chemical or physical environments. Polymer
solutions,79 gels,27−29,80−82 melts,83 and films51,52,84−88 share
crowded local chemical environments that impose nontrivial
technical challenges to adapting fluorescence microscopy and
AFM to investigate single chain behavior in these systems. To
address these challenges, a broad array of single-molecule
approaches can be used to study polymer materials, including
tracking the motion of small-molecule probes,25−29,80−85

observing the conformations of tracer polymers in nondilute
solutions or complex environments,79,87−89 and extracting single
untagged chains from solid-state environments.90−95

Fluorescent probe tracking has proven particularly effective
for quantifying the formation and structure of polymer
hydrogels, which are composed of water-swollen polymer
networks. Fluorescent probe molecules diffuse freely in dilute
polymer solutions; however, cross-linking of a polymer solution
hinders the diffusion of probe molecules. Fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy has been used to study probe diffusion
in hydrogels, revealing a decrease in probe diffusivity as the
degree of cross-linking increased.27 This trend was also observed
during the free-radical polymerization of a polymer gel, wherein
fluorescent probes became trapped inside network pores and
appeared immobile.28,29 Recently, the network structures of
pNIPAM-based microgels were quantified by combining 3D
super-resolution microscopy with fluorophore-tagged cross-
linking agents.80−82 Integration of fluorophores into the
polymer networks allowed for the direct observation of spatial
heterogeneities across the bulk hydrogel mass. Reconstructed
images of individual pNIPAMmicrogels revealed densely cross-
linked centers surrounded by loosely cross-linked peripheral
regions,80,82 providing evidence for a nucleation-and-growth
mechanism of microgel formation. These initial studies
demonstrate the strong promise of super-resolution imaging
and single-molecule approaches to revisit our understanding of
polymer network formation, structure, and elasticity.
Super-resolution imaging has also gained traction as a

nondestructive alternative to TEM for characterizing polymer
nanostructures, including block copolymer assemblies84,87−89

and nanopatterned polymers.85,86 One approach to prepare
polymer samples for fluorescence microscopy resembles that of
TEM sample preparation. Here, polymer structures are either
intrinsically fluorescent86 or selectively stained with fluorescent
dyes84,85 and resolved using localization microscopy (Figure
5A−C). On the other hand, covalent attachment of
fluorophores to the polymer chain (Figure 5D,E)87−89 enables
direct visualization of assembly and evolution of dynamic
nanostructures.87 Although single chain conformations have yet

Figure 5. Polymer nanostructures visualized using super-resolution optical microscopy. (A) Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy
reveals the structure of poly(styrene-block-2-vinylpyridine) (PS-P2VP) swollen with PS homopolymer. The P2VP phase is selectively stained with
ATTO-647N dye. Adapted with permission from Ullal, C. K.; Schmidt, R.; Hell, S. W.; Egner, A. Nano Letters 2009, 9 (6), 2497−2500. Copyright
2009 American Chemical Society. (B) Photoactivatable localization microscopy (PALM) resolves nanopatterns etched into poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) films. PMMA is doped with a rhodamine dye. Adapted with permission from ref 85. Copyright 2019 The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (C) Label-free stochastic reconstruction optical microscopy (STORM) detects intrinsic fluorescent blinking events by PMMA to resolve
nanopatterned features. Adapted with permission from ref 86. Copyright 2016 Nature Research. (D) Dye-containing block copolymers are assembled
into cylindrical micelles, which are resolved using dual-color localization microscopy. Adapted with permission from ref 88. Copyright 2015 Wiley-
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (E) PS is copolymerized with vinyl-diarylethene for super-resolution imaging of assembled nanostructures in PS/
PMMA blends. Adapted with permission from Qiang, Z.; Shebek, K. M.; Irie, M.; Wang, M. ACS Macro Letters 2018, 7 (12), 1432−1437. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society. Scale bars are (A) 500 nm, (B) 200 nm, (C) 500 nm, (D) 2 μm, and (E) 1 μm.
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to be resolved within polymer nanostructures, super-resolution
microscopy provides promising avenues toward this goal.
The extraction of single chains from polymer crystals90−95 and

nanoparticles96 has demonstrated the successful measurement
of single polymer properties in the context of bulk and solid-state
materials. Zhang and co-workers contributed both technological
advances and structural insights toward crystalline polymers in
their comprehensive series of AFM-based single-chain extrac-
tion experiments.90−95 The development of solvent-free, air-
phase SMFS improved force precision by reducing adhesion
peaks that resulted from capillary bridging at the solvent−air
interface.92 This technique was compatible with both non-
specific and specific tip−sample contact events, leading to single
chain extraction. For nonspecific tip−sample contact, silicon or
silanized AFM cantilevers underwent an approach−contact−
retract movement at the surface of polymer single crystals, and
approximately 1% of these movements produced successful
force−extension curves.91,93,94 For specific tip−sample contact,
single crystals generated from thiol-terminated polymers were
probed with gold-coated cantilevers, increasing the success rate
to approximately 5% of approach events.90,92,95,96 Importantly,
terminal chain modifications are expected to have less influence
on chain properties than fluorescent dyes along a polymer
contour for imaging.
AFM-based SMFS investigations of polymer single crystals

revealed molecular-scale information about the structure and
thermal stability of crystalline polymers including polya-
mides,91,93 polycaprolactone,93,94 poly(ethylene oxide),90,92,95

and poly-L-lactic acid.93,94 Single-chain extraction curves
quantified interactions between folded segments embedded in
the polymer crystals, with specific motions corresponding to
packing structures and unfolding mechanisms. Polyamide (PA)
crystals with strong hydrogen bonding networks exhibited
cooperative stick−slip motions, which manifest as hierarchical
sawtooth-like force−extension curves (Figure 6A,B).91 Larger
peaks corresponded to the unfolding of segments in the crystal,
and smaller peaks suggested “slipping” during hydrogen bond
rearrangement. A comparison of smaller peaks between PA 6
and PA 66 revealed distinct slipping mechanisms: PA 66
consistently shifted by distances of approximately one hydrogen
bonding repeat unit, whereas PA 6 shifted according to a
bimodal distribution around the lengths of one or two repeat
units. This bimodal distribution was attributed to alternating
hydrogen-bonding atoms along the PA 66 backbone and
suggested rotation of PA 66 chains upon extraction from the
single crystal.91 Stick−slip behavior was also shown to
correspond directly to polymer chain conformation, such that
zigzag-like chains (PA 6, PA 66, polycaprolactone) produce
larger fluctuations that facilitate stick−slip motion, whereas
helical chains (poly(ethylene oxide) and poly-L-lactic acid)
undergo smooth chain extraction (Figure 6C).94 Single chain
extraction from poly(ethylene oxide) crystals generally required
higher extraction forces from larger polymer crystals, suggesting
a correlation between crystal domain size and mechanical
stability.95 The repetitive nature of crystalline polymers enabled
direct molecular-scale investigations of highly relevant materials
using AFM-based SMFS, and the expansion toward other
materials with clever molecular designs is currently under
way.96,97

■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Single-molecule techniques provide a direct window into
viewing the formation, structure, and dynamics of synthetic

polymer chains. In recent years, major advances in synthesis,
imaging, and force spectroscopy have coalesced to enable broad
exploration of polymers with diverse chemistries and structures.
In this Viewpoint, we explore recent investigations of single
monomer insertion kinetics, single chain visualization, and
single polymers in the context of bulk materials.
Although most single-molecule techniques are inherently low

in throughput, these methods provide for ultimate resolution of
submolecular features and interrogation of heterogeneous
molecular ensembles. In this way, single polymer studies provide
necessary information that will enable bottom-up design of
functional polymeric materials. As polymeric materials occupy
an expanding functional landscape that includes charge
transport,98 selective mass transport,99 self-healing behavior,100

and controlled degradation,101 we anticipate a similar expansion
of single-polymer techniques to understand the role of polymer
heterogeneity, sequence, and architecture in these applications.
A key example includes the recent use of a scanning tunneling
microscopy−break junction technique to understand the role of
monomer sequence on molecular conductance in synthetic

Figure 6. Force−extension curves suggest molecular-scale structure of
crystalline polymers (A) PA 66 and (B) PA 6. Hierarchical sawtooth-
like patterns reflect the unfolding of polyamide chains (large peaks),
which includes slipping of single repeat units due to hydrogen bonding
(small peaks). Contour length increments between major peaks (ΔLC)
are estimated using worm-like chain fits. Schematics show hydrogen
bonding in PA 66 and PA 6 crystals gives rise to distinct slipping
mechanisms. Adapted with permission from Lyu, X.; Song, Y.; Feng,
W.; Zhang, W. ACS Macro Letters 2018, 7 (6), 762−766. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society. (C) Polymer crystals with helical
chain packing do not exhibit jagged stick−slip force−extension curves
observed from polymers with zigzag conformations. Reprinted with
permission from Song, Y.;Ma, Z.; Yang, P.; Zhang, X.; Lyu, X.; Jiang, K.;
Zhang, W. Macromolecules 2019, 52 (3), 1327−1333. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.
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oligomers.102 This work revealed unexpected charge transport
pathways in sequence-defined conjugated oligomers, such that
specific monomer sequences exhibited order-of-magnitude
enhancements in molecular conductance.
Importantly, single polymer experiments reach their full

potential when complemented by classical characterization
methods, thereby providing access to the complete spectrum of
relevant time and length scales of polymeric materials. Looking
forward, single polymer investigations will continue to provide
answers to previously unsolved questions regarding the structure
and dynamics of crystalline polymers, nanostructured polymers,
polymer-laden interfaces, polymer networks, polymer glasses,
and sequence-defined macromolecules.
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